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I. INTRODUCTION

Tung oil, also known as chinawood oil or Chinese wood

oil, is the product of a tree of the Aleurites genus which orig-

inated in China. The oil is found in its natural state in the

cell of the seeds. While at the present time tung oil is

expressed by mechanical means, it may be feaslble for solvent

extraction to replace mechanical expression.

In the United States, which is the outstanding consumer

of tung oil, many industries are dependent upon tung oil as an

essential raw material. More than eighty per cent of the tung

oil consumed in American industries is utilized by paint and

varnish manufacturers. The second largest consumer of tung oil

is the linoleum industry. Considerable quantities of tung oil

are also essential in the manufaeture of certain insulating

compounds for the electrical industry. Minor uses of tung oil

are ln some automobile brake linings; in the gaskets in steam

pipes, pumps, and engines; in the table oilcloth industry; in

waterproofing various types of fabric; and to some extent in

the waterproofing of cartrldge shells and for many other prod-

ucts requiring a waterproof coating.

Because of adulteration due to erude methods of expres-

sion, deliberate adulteration with inferior and less costly oils,

lack of reliability of supply, and the opportunity for providing

an economic use for certain waste lands and for providing



additional employment, the United States Department of Agricul-

ture, for a number of years, has carried on extensive investi-

gations in the planting of tung trees and the subsequent expres-

sion of oil from the fruit.

The climatic conditions for successful growth are exacting

and successful plantings have been made only in northern Florida,

the southern parts of Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, and MlssiB•

sippi, and the Gulf Coastal regions of Texas. The southern and

northern limits of tung tree culture are determined principally

by temperature considerations. The western limit of successful

planting is considered at about 98° longitude in
Texas(5)

since

experiments made in regions west of that line have shown that

the rainfall was insufficient or too irregularly distributed

throughout the year to provide proper nourishment.

Although the five million pounds of tung oil produced

domestically in 1940 is hardly comparable to the ninety-seven

million pounds of oil imported in 1940, rapidly increasing

plantings of tung trees and studies by the Department of Agric1l—

ture point to a great increase in available tung nut crops in

future years. Gonsequently the treatwent of present and future

crops so as to obtain maximum yields most economically is a

problem of considerable importance.

The tendency in oil mill practice has been towards solvent

extraction of many types of seeds because of the resulting

economies. For example, in the case of linseed oil, only one

per cent of the oil is left behl ui in the cake after solvent
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extraction as compared to from eight to ten per cent remaining

after mechanical expression.(52) Similarly solvent extraction

of soybean oil produces a meal with six-tenths to one per cent

residual fat as compared to a residual fat content of from four

to five per cent for mechanically pressed
meal.(4)

It appears feasible that tung oil may be solvent extras-

ted by analogous methods thus decreasing the loss of oil in the

1
cake and increasing the efficiency and economy of tung oil produc-

tion in the United States. Consequentlv this study was undertaken

in order to investigate the efficacy of various solvents and to

obtain and correlate data in such form so as to be raadily avail-

able for design calculationa.



II. EEYIEW OF LITERATURE

Tung Tree Culture in China. In China the tung trees oocur

"abundantly and grow luxuriantly mostly in a region between

26° and 34° North latitude and in hilly country up to 2,500

feet in altitude, especially in the upper reaches of the Yang-

tze valley. Algurites
fordil favors the northern and Aleurites

montane tne soutnern parts of the area, but there is no strongly

marked division in the distribution of the species."(l8) The

montana species is less hardy than the fordii and ls very sensi-

tive to cold. The fordii species is by far the more important

of the two. It accounts for more than ninety per cent of the

total Chinese tung seed used in tung oil production. The oils

of the two species are so neerly identical in character that

the trade makes no distinction between them and they are com-

monly mixed and sold as tung oil.

Aleurites fordii as it flourishes in China has a rather

short productive period, beginning tc bear seeds three or four

years after planting and contlnuing for a period of twelve to

twenty or more years thereafter.(6) Aleurites montana are a

year or two later coming into besring, and do not bear as

heavily but they are reported to live longer in China than

Aleurites fordii.

Although China is the world‘s source cf supply for tung

oil, the production and marketing of the oil in that country



is carried on with relatively primitive and lnefficient methods.

The nuts grow wild, mature, and fall to the ground where they

dry. They are later gathered, roasted, and crushed in crude

milla scattered over the entire production area. The oil is

then collected at various ports along the Yangtze river. Han-

kow is the most important collection center. The oil is then

shipped down the Yangtze river in junks to Shanghai and from

there to the different world ports.

Tung Tree Culture in the United Statea. Although tung trees

had been planted as early as 1904, the first bearing grove of

tung trees in America to furnish a crop sufficient to make

possible the first expression of tung oil in the United States

was planted in 1912. Subsequently the Florida State Department

of Agriculture became interested and initiated work on tung

nuts. The fordli species ls the one which has been grown

successfully in the United States although the ateyettea montana

may someday prove to be valuable as a source of oil in central

and southern Florida where the hardier specles does not thrive.

"The areas for successful commercial growing of the trees

in the United States are limited to a nerrow strip fifty to

one husdred miles wide in most places, along the Gulf Coast,

the northern fourth of Florida, and the extreme southern and

southeastern parts of Georgia. The Pacific coast and south-

western regions are excluded because of deficient rainfall and

the cost of necessary irrigation. The more northern localities

in the Southeastern States are of uncertaln value because of



frequent injurious winter cold.'(7)

Domestic commercial production of tung oil was started

in 1952 when two full tanks of oil were shlpped from Gaines-

ville, Florida. Production figures in millions of pounds for

the years following 1952 were as fol1ows;(47)

(Frosts damaged crops in cid vears.)

1955
--—

0 1954
——-Q

195o
---

O 1956
---

2

196·1 --- Q 1966
---6

1959
--—

6/4 1940 ---
ew")

On April 1, 1940 there were nearly thirteen million tung

trees in tue United States, grown on 2,504 farms, of which 851

were in mlzslsslppi, 575 in Louisiana, 567 in Florida, 295 in

Georgia, 207 in Alabama, 2C~ in Texas, 29 ih South Carolina,

and 10 in Californ1a.(27)

At present the ei? is obtained in the United States by

mechanical expression. 'The tune frulte “¤ll from the trees

in the late fall and are allowed to lie on the ground until

tuev dry out sufficiently so that they can be safely stored

without dnnger of heatih*. They are then collected and stored

lndoors in ventileted bins until they n¤ve drled sufficlently

for hulling and presslng. The dried fruits are passed through

a decorticator which renoves the hulls and shells froh the

kernels,
an‘

then go to the shakers and separators where bv

mechanical and pneumatic action the kernels are separated froh

tde hulls and most of the shells. The shelled kernels are

ground and passed through the expeller or press (between a

cvlinder of steel bars and a center shaft of broken screw
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construction) where the oil ls pressed from the around kernel:.

The pressed oil is passed through a filter to the storage tank."(44)

American tung oil ls generally superior to that produced in

China and has commanded a premium of from two to four cents a

pound more than the Chinese product. The high specific gravity,

high refractive index, low acidity, short time of polymerization

with heat test, and excellent color of American tung oil are

noteworthy.

Although American expressed oil has been shown to be far

better than imported oil and has been obtained in areater yields

due to the use of more modern equipment for expression, not all

the oil is removed from the tung nut by mechanical expression.

The cake which remalns has an oil content of from four to ten

per
cent.(l5)

In 1940 when the domestic tung nut crop yielded

five million pounds of oil, the oil discarded in the press cake

was probably in excess of two hundred and fifty thousand

pounds.l38)

Description of Tung Nut. The dry tung fmxit has a smooth

hull enclosina several nuts or seeds. The nut is made up of

a shell, or pellicle, and a kernel. The shell is hard and

brittle and is aenerally filled completely by the kernel or meat.

Composition of Tung Nut. "The seeds constitute slizhtly

over half the weight of the matured fruit, the kernels about

thirty, and the oil about twenty per cent. The oil content of

the kernel: ranges from about forty to fifty—eiqht per cent,

dependim; upon their moisture content. Kernels from thoroughly
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mature seeds usually contain about fifty per cent of oil."(2O)

A typical set of results on part time operation of a

commercial tung oil expression plant are:(44)

Meal
---

31 to 36 per cent cf the fruit

Oil
----

14.7 to 17.7 per cent of the fruit

Oil
---—

42.1 to 53.2 per cent of the meal
·

Oil
———-

310 to 390 pounds per ton dried frults

Oil in cake
—--

5 par cent

Gompoaition of Tuna Oil. A. Steger and J. Van Loon(4l)

reported the following percentaqea of constituents in a sample

of Hankow tung oil: Unseturated acids 56.4; saturated 4.9

coneieting of 3.7 palmltic acid, and 1.2 of stearic acid;

unsaponifiable matter 0.6; volatile matter 3.4; and glycerol

as C5H2, 4.7. Van Loon later reported(45) that in the Bc.4

per cent unsaturated acids, 72.8 per cent of the original

sample was eleostearic acid and l3.o per cent was olelc acid.

Eleostearic acid or oleomarzaric acid ae it was formerly

called has been shown to be an unsaturated fatty acid of the

ampirical formula containinz two double bonda in the

mo1ecule.(37) Several structures have been proposed for elec-

atearic acid.

Maj1ma(29) suvgested:

Fokln(14) suvdested:
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Aocording to Dean however, later work has shown eleo-

stearic acid to consist of three double bonds:(B)

Whitmore(46)proposes the structure of eleosteeric acid

to be the 9, ll, 15
-

iaomer of linolenic acid which is identical

with the structure suggested by Dean. According to Whitmore,

eleostearic acid, in the form of glycerides, constitutes more

than ninety per cent of tung oil.

The principal component of tung oil, the glyceride of

eleosteeric acid, usually referred to as eleostearin exists

in two forms, the ordinery liquid form called alpha-eleostearln

and a solid, white, lard-like form known as beta—eleostearin.

This solid form is different from tung oil which has either

jsllsd by polymerization or has dried by oxidation. According

to Freeman and McKinney,(l6) solvent extraction favors the form-

ation of the solid isomer, but the solid form so obtained can

be made permenently liquid by heating the oil for thirty minutes

at 250 degrees centigrade. Dean(9) reports this solid isomer

formation to be due to exposure to light or to the presence

of traces of iodine or sulfur.

Analysis of Tung Nuts and Tung Oil. Tung fruits may be

analyzed for oil content by a method outlined by McK1nney and

Freeman•(3l)

Acid number, saponification number, and other standard

analytical constants may be determ ned by the methods outlined

by J¤¤¤i¤S¤¤(2l) and Gsrdner.(17)



History of Oil and Fat Extraction. Extraction of seeds

by volatile solvents was first introduced in 1643 by Jesse

Fisher(23) who manufactured carbon bisulfide on a commercial

scale but did not patent his process. rhirteen years later

E. Deiss patented the extraction of seeds by means of carbon

bisulfide, and added "chloroform, ether, essences, benzine,

and benzol to the list of s01vents." This process made little

progress for several years afterwards due malnly to tue impure

carbon bisulflde then manufactured which tainted both the oil

and the extracted seedd.

In 1865 a patent was granted to Richardson, Lundy, and

Irvine for extrnzting oil from crushed seeds or from refuse

cake by the solvent action of vo‘atile hydrocarbons from petro-

leum, earth oils, asphaltum oil, coal oil, or shale oil, such

hydrocarbons being required to be volatile under 100 deg. C.

Since then, with the growth of the organic chemical indus-

tr , many additional solvents have been investigated and found

to be miscible with fats and Olls, some to be eliminated because

of excessive costs, others to be eliminated because of high boll-

ing points which might be injurious to certain fats and olle,

others because of difficulty of recovery, etc.

Reguisites of an Ideal Solvent. An ideal solvent would

have the following ch¤racter1stics:(ö5)

1. It should neither be inflammable nor explosive.

2. It should vaporize with the use of the minimum amount

of heat.



3. It should dissolve only the oil from the meal of the

seeds.

4. It should have good solvent properties.

5. It should distil within narrow limits of temperature,

leaving nc non-volatile residue.

6. It should have no toxic effect on the health of the

workpeople.

7. It should not cause chemicel change in the material

under treatment.

8. It should have no deteriorating action on the works

plant.

9. The cost must be low.

In addition there might be added availability and

reliability of supply as requisites of an ideal solvent.

No solvent fulfills all these reqxirements; conse-

quently in the selection of a suitable solvent, some of

these requirements must be fornaken.

Solvents Appliggble to Tung Oil. Morrell and Wood(35)

list the following solvents as suitable for drying oil

extraction: l. carbon bisulflde 2. chloroform 3. carbon

tetrachloride 4. benzene(comml.) 5. light petroleum

6. trichlorethylene and 7. turpentine.

According to McKinney(50) "most of the allphatlc and

aromatlc hydrocarbona, their halogenated products and the

lower molecular weight ketones are miscible with tung oil."

However, many of the solvents ralling into these classifications



could be eliminated by application of the requirements of an

ideal solvent.

Mixed Solvents. One of the most serious drawbacks to

solvent extraction is the fire hazard due to the use of flam-

mable solvents. Taylor(43) states that the Ford solvent

extraction process for soybeans has been fairly safe in experi-

enced hands, 'but net until a suitable nen-inflammable solvent

can be found is it probable that the unit will be put on the

market for individual farmer or community use."

Of the solvents listed by Merrell and Wood as beine suit-

able for oil extraction, only three (chloroform, carbon tetra-

chloride, and trlchlorethylene) are non-inflammeble. However,

these chlerinated compounds are much more expensive than the

other solvents.

It is possible that less costly but flammable solvents

can be mixed with more costly but non-inflammable solvents so

that the resulting mixtures will be non—inflammable and will

not give rise to flammeble mixtures upon distlllatien. If

the cheap flammable solvents can be mixed in sufficient

proportions to reduce eonsiderably the quantlty of expensive

non-inflammable solvents required and not diminish the oil

extracting powers ef the solvents, the fire hazard can be

reduced more practically than lf the more expensive non-

inflanmable solvent ware used alone.

Sievers end Mclntyre(4O) experimentinq with gasoline,

benzene, carbon tetrachleride, and trichlorethylene found



that non~inflammable mixtures could be obtained which would

fractionate aafely and would effect a considerable aaving over

the use of the pure non-inflammable solvents.

The method of testing consisted of introducing 2 cc. of

the solvent mixture under investigation into a 500 cc. beaker

which was kept sufficiently hot by P hot plate to vaporize

the solvent immediately. In the midst of the vapors, a

spark plug suspended in the beaker was discharged at frequent

intervals. Those mixtures which did not burst into flame from

the epark were considered sufficiently non-inflammable for use

in an extraction plant.

A mixture conslsting of 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride

and 50 per cent benzene by volume was found to be safe. How-

ever, these percentages are not absolute since mixtures were

made up only for five per cent intervals

To test the safety of fractioneting such a mixture,

Sievers and Mclntyre distilled by direct heat 500 cc. of a

70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
—

50 per cent benzene mix-

ture by volume and collected ten
-

50 cc. portions. All

fractions were found to be safe.

Steam diatillation of 500 cc. of a mixture of the same

compoeition yielded ten fractions the last of which was of

doubtful safety. Therefore Sievers and Mclntyre suggested

that the original mixture should contain at least 72 per

cent by volume of carbon tetrachloride in order to be safe

for steam distlllatlon.



Water is slightly soluble in carbon tetrachloride and

benzene and no mention ls made in the article of water beina

removed from the ten fractions that were steam distilled. It

is possible that the carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene mixtures

dissolved some water during the steam distillation thereby

decreasing the densitles of the resxlting fractlons. Decreased

densities would xndicate higher benzene contents since the

composltions of the resulting solutions were determined solely

by density measurements. This may account in part for the

"unsafe fract1on“ that was obteined upon steam dlstillation.

Dodge(l2)
criticlzed Sievers and McIntyre's method of

obtaining the data on the basis that from the nature of the

test outlined, 'the concentration of the solvent vapors must

nave been indefinite and consequently the possibility of

ignition is determined not only by the relative smounts of,

say, benzene and carbon tetrachloride, but also by the concen-

tration of oxygen." Dodge concluded by stating that one is

not justified in drawing any conclusions concerning the effect

of carbon tetrachloride upon benzene and gasoline from the

tests conducted by Sievers and Mclntyre.

however, the results obtained by these two investiqators

are in agreement with the results obtained in this investiga-

tion and with the compositions suzgested by Wnderwriters'

Laboratories, Inc.(2B)
and the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing

Company(42) who recommended a 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride—

Z50 per cent benzene mixture bv volume for an initial non-1nflam-

mable safe mixture, this composition being on the safe side.



Steps in the_§glggpp_§;tgppglpp_o£_Tung Hug;. The steps

required in tue solvent extraction of tung nuts would be:

l. Shelllng the nuts.

2. Proper grinding of the kernels.

5. Percolation of the solvent through the ground kernels.

4. Distillation of the solvent from the oll and subsequent

condensation of the solvent.

b. Hemoval of the solvent remaining in the cake.

Expressions Used in_§glvpnp_Extractiop. Expressions used in

solvent extraction are defined by Sherw¤od(39) and Perry.(35)

Based upon their two definitions, solvent extrsction may

be defined as the separation of the components of a liquid or

solid mlxture by treatment with a second liquid in which one

or more of the components of the mixture are soluble. The

solvent layer which forms is termed 'extract" and the treated

solution 'raffinate".

Solvent extraction may further be divided into liquid-

liquid extraction which ls the treatment of a liquid solution

with an immiscible solvent and leaching which includes the

extraction operations lnvolving the separation of a solid

mixture or phase into its components by treatment with a liquid.

The special case of leacwing with which this investigation

is concerned involves the transfer of the soluble constituent

(tung oil) from the insoluble one (tun: kernels) into the sol-

vent by diffusion through a membrane.



Solvent extraction is a broader term embracing the expres-

sion leaching, and in the discussion to follow, solvent extrac-

tion, extraction, and leachtng will be used lnterchangeably to

avoid repetition with the understanding that these terms refer

to the transfer of tung oil from tung kernels into a solvent

by diffusion.

Solvent Extractlgn_Mgthpgs„ The simplest type of operation

is the single contact, in which the solvent and the original

mixture are brought together for a single batch extraction. The

amount of solute extractsd per unit amount of original mixture

is determined by the amount of solvent used, the distribution

relations for the system involved, and the extent to which

equilibrium is approached. The equipment used for a single

contact extraction is shown diagramatically in Figure 1. (It

is possible to perform the mixlng and separating in one piece

of equipment.) The efficiency of this operation is definitely

limited and consequently single batch extraction ls seldom

employed for large-scale work.

An improvement over the single contact type of leaching

is obtained by extracting the solid with solvent, removing

the extract, and then extracting the solid again with fresh

solvent. The reduction of solute content of the rnffinste

may be improved to any desired extent by increasing the

number of contacts. In the simple case where the distri-

bution law holds, the maxinun efficiency is obtained when

the total solvent is divtded into equal parts, the same
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quantity being employed in each stage. rhe equipment neces-

sary for this multiple contact type of extraction ls shown in

Figure 2.

A further improvement is illustrated in Figure 5 where

the solvent properties of the weaker extracts are utilized bv

passing the material to be extracted and the solvent through

the system in opposite directions. The illustrated system

involves three stages, although any number may be used. All

the solvent passes through each stage and the over-all effi-

ciency, for a given amount of solvent and given number of

stages is appreciably better than when part of the fresh sol-

vent is used in each stage.

The maximum extraction efficiency would be obtained if

it were possible to get intimate contact between phases in an

apparatus in which the solid phase and the liquid phase passed

contlnuously in opposite directions. True continuous counter-

current extraction is approached in the case of removal of

solute from one liquid by another liquid but is difficult to

obtaln in leachlng a solid.

Solvent Extraction Calculatlon Methods. The two general

methods which have received greatest favor for the calculation

of solvent extractlon problems have been tnose proposed by

Ravenscroft(56) and by Elgin.(l3) Both methods make use of

graphical solutions. Ravenscroft's method employs rectangular

coordinate paper; Elgin's method requires triangular curve

paper.
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For the special case in which the retention of the solvent-

sollte solution by the solute-free inert material is uniform,

Baker(2) has developed a method of calculatlon based upon series

relationships.

Equipment for Solvent Extraction. Generally continuous

extraction is more adaptable to large scale operation; due to

the greater initial cost it is not suitable for small scale oper-

atlon. The extra cost is somewhat offset by the small operating

force required and by the time saved in automatic charglng and

discharging of the extractor.

Batch extraction, on the other hand, is costlier to operate

but has been improved by means of extractlon tanks arranged in

series. These batteries of tanks are connected by suitable pip-

ing so that fresh solvent may be added to any tank and strong

solution removed from any tank with the remaining members of

CHS series being kept in countercurrent. rreeh solvent is

introduced into the tank containing the solid that is most

nearly extracted, flows through the several tanks in series,

and is discharged from the tank that has been freshly charged.

The material in any one tank remalns atationary until extracted.

Apparatus for batch extractlon such as the open tank, Dorr

olasslfier, Pachuca tank, etc. are dlscussed by cadger and

McCabe.(l)

Continuous systems for solvent extraction are discussed

by Gossllg) and Dean.(lO) Goes describes the Hildebrandt

extractor, the Bollman system of extraction which is similar
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to the French Oil Mill machinery Company‘s process, the Allis-

Chalmere extrector, the Kennedy extractor, the Ford extractor,

and an extractor which is similar to the Ford extractor but is

designed for solvents heavier than the oil being extracted (in

this case trichlorethylene and soybean oil) being developed by

the Iowa State College in conjunction with the R. and H. Chem-

icals Department of the du Pont Company. Dean discusses the

Steinmann, Bamag-Meguin A. G., Schlotterhose and Company, Big-

house, and Fauthsche A. G. extractors.

Many other continuous extractors have been p¤tented and

reported in the literature(24) but the ones reviewed by Goes

and Dean nave received the most extended use.



III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Purpose and Plan

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effi-

cacies of various solvents for tne extraction of tung oil

from tung kernels and to determine the applicability of the

most efficaclous solvent to batch and continuous axtraction.

The plan of experimental work was as follows:

l. Preparation of tung nuts for solvent extraction

by hulling and grinding.

2. Extraction of ground tung kernels with ethyl

alcohol, normal hexane, benzsne, toluene, chloroform, and

carbon tetrachloride in Soxhlet extractors in order to deter-

mine the most effective solvent.

5. Determination of flash points of mixtures of the

most efficient flamnable and non-inflammaole solvents in order

to obtain a mixture whlch would be non-inflammable and would

contain tne least amount of non-inflammable solvcnt.

4. Extraction of around tuna kernels with the

selected non—inflammable mixture in Soxhlet extractors.

o. Determination of densities of mixturcs of the

flammable and non-inflammable solvent for varyina concentra-

tion:.

o. Investiaation of the retentlon of various tung

oil-solvent mixture: by oil-free tuna meal, tne solvent being



the selected non-inflammable mixture, and the oil-free tung

meal having been prepared previously by Soxhlet extraction

with this same solvent.

7. Batch extraction of raw tung kernels at 10,

22, and 40 deg. C. for 15, 50, 60, and 90 minute extractlon

periods with the selected non-inflammable solvent mixture.

B. Batch extraction of roasted tung kernels at

22 deg. C. for 15, 50, 60, and 90 minute extraction periods

with the same non-inflammable solvent mixture.

9. Investigation of the feasibility of extracting

tung kernels with the non—inf1ammable mixture as a contlnuous

rather than a batch operation.

B. Materials

Benzene. Benzene was obtained by distillation from a

benzene
-

benzoic acid solution which was available In the

chemical engineering stock room. The distillate was redis·

tilled and the fraction boiling at 7B-79 deg. G. was used in

this investigation.

QErbgn_Qetrachlor1de. The carbon tetrachloride used in

this investigation was of technical grade obtained from the

Phipps and Bird Co., Inc., Richmond, Virginia.

Ghloroform. Chloroform used ln this investigation was

of technical grade available in the chemical engineering

stock room.



Ethyl Algghgl. Ethyl alcohol used in this investiga-

tion was 95 per cent alcohol, scientific grade.

Normal Hexane. Normal herane used hal a boiling point

range of Gb-70 dez. C. and was purchased from the Fisher

Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Toluene. Toluene was obtalned by dlstillation from a

toluene
-

benzoic acid solution which was available in the

ohemicel engineering stock room. The dlstillate was redis-

tilled and the fraction boiling at 108-110 deg. C. was used

in this investigation.

Tung Nuts. The tung nuts used were those remainlng

from the investigation which J. T. Castles conducted at the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Originally one hundred

pounds of the 1940 crop of tung nuts had be¤n purchased from

Mr. Thigpen of Pioayune, Yississipci, at $0.04 per pound.

C. Aggaretus

Balance. A chainomatic balance manufactured by Seed-

erer Kohlbusch Inc., Jersey City, New Jersey, was used. The

weights for the balance were manwfactured by the same comp-

any.

Ball Mill. The ball mill used was 12% inches inside

diameter, 18% incnes inside length, and was lined with

”Porete".



Density Dglpgpg. The Westphal density bnlance used

was purcnesed from the Fisher Scientific 30., Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Since the smallest rider was missing, den-

eities could be determined to only three decimal places

without interpolation.

Drying Oven. A 110 volt, 6oO watt electric drying

oven manufactured by E. H. Sarsent and Co., Chicago, Illinois,

was used. Serial number Olo92.

Extraction Bottles. Eight 250 ml. wide mouth bottles

were used without the accompsnyinz ground glass covers for

performing batch extractions.

Flash Polnt Tester. A Cleveland open cup tester con-

forming to the reqxirements set forth in "Standard Method of

Test for Flash and Fire Points by means of Open Cup", A.S.T.M.

Designation D 92-55, was borrowed from the Mechanical Engin-

eering Department of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute end

used to determine flash points of binary solvent mixtures.

Food Chopper. A number 45 "Sears Bestmade" food chopper

was used with the medium size cutter having 10 holes, each

5/8 inch in diameter. Catalogue number 11E5529.

Pyrex Pipe. A five foot length of Pyrex glass pipe having

an inside dlamet r of 2 inches was used.

Hadiant He; Oven. The heating chamber of the radiant

heat oven was lo incnes x 16 1nches x 16 inches and was heeted

by two resistance coils each 6oO watts and 110 volts.
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Qgale. The scale used was labeled Ohaus, Newark, New

Jersey. The maximum reading on the scale was ¤lO grems; the

scale weighed to 0.1 grem wlthout interpolation.

Qgghlet Extraction Equipment. The four extraction assem—

blies, catalogue number S-31225, purchased from E. H. Sargent

and Oo., Chicago, Illinois, consisted of the following:

a) Four large-size pyrex extractors, 50 mm. inside

diameter, llO m. siphon tube. Catalogue number 31365.

b) Four Allihn conuensers w‘th 2bO mm. jackets.

c} Ten 2bO ml. pyrex extraction flasks. Catalogue

number 34205.

Stirrer Motor. The motor used in stlrring the solution

containing the kernels for batch extrection was manufactured

by Eastern Engineering Co., New Haven, Conn. It was part of

an Eastern Laboratory Pump Model C
--

115 v.a.c.

Thimbles. Two sizes of Soxhlet thimbles were used in

this investigation. The large size used for extraction pur-

poses was 123 mm. inside length and Qö mm. inside diameter.

The small size used to obtain retention data was BO m.

inside length and 22 m. inside dianeten

Miscellaneous Egulpmegg. Condensers for recoverlng sol-

vent, an aspirstor for vacuxm ll?CillPLiOh, two öuchner funnels,

Vacuum flasks, beakers, flasks, evaporating dishes, oxygen

tubes, and other mlscellnneous equipment were used.

Batch Extractor. Figure 4 ¤hows the arrangement of the

batch extrsctor for the extractions carried out at 22 dag. C.
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Cooling water flowed into the metal container, overflowed into

the egate pan, end flowed out to the drain through e pipe

fastened to the side of the pen.

For the 40 dem. C. runs a small hot plate under the

agate pan was used to maintaln the proper temperature. When

the extractlons were conducted at 10 deg. J., ice, placed in

the annular space between the wide mouch bottle and the metal

container, kept the tung nuts and solvent at the correct tem-

perature.

The copper etirrer was coupled to the shaft of the motor

by a rubber stopper as iniicnted in Figure 4. The speed of

the motor was decreased by connectina it in series with e 60

watt electric light bulb to a 110 volt outlet.

Countercurrent Extrector. The countercurrent extractor

was construoted of a five foot length of pyrex pipe set et

an angle of approximetely 10 degrees with the horizontal

ss shown in Figure 5.

The tung kernels were moved through the pyrex pipe by

the waehers on rod A or rod B.

Retention Eguipment. The equipment for obtainlnl reten—

tLon data was constracted as illxstrated in Filure 6.

D.
ggthgd_gf

Procedure

äulling and Grinding. The shells containina the tung

nut kernels were removed from their hulls by craokirvz with e







hammer. They were then placed in a ball mill which was rotated

until the outer dusty portion of the shell was worn away. This

outer covering was removed in order to prevent contamination of

the tung kernele when shelled. Then the shelle were broken by

a pestle end the tung nut kernels were removed.

Those kernels which had ramained intact while bein:

removed from their shell: were broken up so that they would

not jam the food chopper.

The kernels were ground and reground and were then ready

for extraction.

Extraction_with_yarious Solvents. A description of one

run will suffice since all runs were the same with the excep-

tion of a minor change in the extraction of samples 25, 2e,

27, and 28 with the carbon tetrachloride
—

benzene mixture.

Neustadt($4) found that a Soxhlet extractlon could be

made more rapidly by raising the thlmble off the bottom of the

extractor. This was accomplished by inserting a piece of

glass rod at an angle on the bottom of the extractor and

resting the thimble on the rod.

This was the only change in the extraction of samples

25 to 28, the insertion of a 2 inch (approximately) glass

rod in the bottom of the extractor. Otherwise these runs

were the same as all the others, a description of which

follows:

Approximately a fifty gram sample of ground tung ker-

nels was put into a large-size Soxhlet thimble which had
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been weighed previously. (The level of this weight of sample

when placed in the extractor was below the top of the siphon

leg and hence all the kernels were contacted by solvent.)

The kernels and thimble were then weighed accurately on the

chainomatic balance and a small wad of cotton was placed on

top of the kernels to prevent them from being carried out

by solvent. The thlmble containing the kernels wes then put

into the Soxhlet extractor.

A 200 ml. portion of the selected solvent was poured

into the extractlon flask which was then connected to the

Soxhlet extractor. A water-cooled Allihn condenser was

attached vertically to the top of the extractor.

Heat was supplied to the flask by a hot plate. Once

started, the extractlon process continued automatically.

Solvent was vaporized in the extraction flask and passed

up into the condenser where it condensed and fell down

upon the kernels. ühenever the solvent level in the extractor

reached the top of the siphon leg, the solvent siphoned back

into the flask.

A run was considered to have hegun when the first

slphonsge occurred. The extraction was ÜBER continued for

eight hours.

After the eight hour extrection period, the flask con-

taining the solveht and extracted tung oil was placed over

a hot plate end the solvent distilled off, condensed, and

collected. (Ln the extraction of tun: kernels with ethyl



alcohol, the flaek containlnz extractcd oil and solvent was

heated first in a water bath. However this was lat^r found

to be unnecessary since the solutions did not bump when heated

over a hot plate if heated carefully.) When the major portion

of the solvent had been removed, the extraction flask was

placed under vacuum created by an aspirator. The temper-

ature was maintained at 100 to lOo dez. G. and the flask

and oil were cooled and weizhed at half hour lntervals

until less than 0.1 zram decrease of weizht occurred between

two consecutlve weizhings.

A forty-five minxte heatinz period of the extraction

flask under vacuum was found to be suffdcient for removal

of the solvent.

glash Point Determinations. The procedure followed

was that outlined in “Standard Methods of rest for Flash

and Fire Points oy Means of Open Cup' A.S.T.M. Desiznation

D 92-53 except that the aolvent mixture was heated approx-

lmately twice as fast ss stipulated in the official test.

Flash point determlnations were made upon various car-

bon tetrachloride
-

benzene and carbon tetrachloride
-

hexane mixtures until a solution was obtained of minimum

carbon tetrachloride composltlon which did not flash up to

the boilinz point of the mlxturc. A check d termlnatlon of

this final non-inflammable mlxtare was made in each case.

Densities of Solvent Mlxtures. The densities of carbon

tetrachlorlde
-

benzene mixturds were determined with a



Westphal density balance at 26 dez. C. for compositions reng-

ing from zero per cent to one hundred per cent benzene bv

volume. The volumes were measured in eo ml. burettes and the

solutions were mixed in 125 ml. mrlenmeyer flasks before densi-

ties were determined.

Retention Data. Tunz oil ootelned by Soxhlet extraction

with 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

30 per cent benzene

by volume was mixed with this same carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene mixture in varying concentrations from 0.000 to

0.687 gram tung oil per grsm of final solution.

Tung kernels which had been extracted with this binery

solvent mixture in a Soxhlet extractor were heated in a

drying oven at 100 dez. C. for twenty-four hours to remove

the solvent. Tnen b.0O gram samples of this extracted meal

were placed in the small-size Soxhlet thimbles and a small

wad of cotton was put over the top of the meal to prevent

it from being carried out by the solvent. The various tung

o1l—solvent mlxtures were placed in oxygen tubes and the

thimbles containing the extracted kernels, after having

been weighed, were suspended in tne oil-solvent mixture as

shown in Figure 6. After 30 minutes the thimbles were

raised and allowed to drain. They drained for 30 minutes

and were then weighed.

The thimbles were then soeked in a carbon tetrachloride-

benzene mixture for 30 mmnutes in order to remove the oil

retained, were dried in the oven, welghed, and placed back



in the oil-solvent mixture. They were suspenced in the solu-

tion for 30 minutes and were then allowed to drain for 30

minutes after which time they were again weighed.

Roaating of Tuna Kernels. Tunz kernels were roasted in

the radiant heater for 10 minutes at 199 dez. G. They were

tnen ground twice in the food chopper before extractinz.

Egte: Batch extractlon at 22 dez. C. of

samples 44, 4b, 46, and 47 were the only experiments conducted

on roasted kernels. All other work was conducted on raw tunz

kernels.

gggsture Determinations. Approximately twenty gram

samples of undamaged whole kernels were weizhed out accur-

ately in evaooratinz dishes end dried in the electric dryinz

oven at 101 to 102 dez. C. for 24 hours.

Batch Extraction. One hundred and seventy·five ml. of

a 70 per cent carbon tetrachlorlde
-

30 per cent benzene

solution by volume were poured into a 2oO ml. w1de mouth

bottle. The solvent was now cooled or heated to the temper-

ature of the test. Thirty grams of tung kernels (ground

twice) were placed in the wide mouth bottle, the stirrer was

started, and tne extraction continued for the selected length

of time.

Extractions were carried out at 10 dez. C. using ice,

at 22 deg. C. using cooling water, and at 40 dez. C. with

the heat furnished by a hot plate. (Figure 4 is a diazram of

the apparatus.) Upon completion of the extraction the mixture
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was allowed to settle for fifteen minutes.

Then the mixture was filtered through a Buchner tunnel

and the filtrate poured into a previously weighed extraction

flask. The flaek and filtrate were weighed. Then the solvent

was distilled of! from the oil first at atmospheric pressure

and then under a Vacuum as described previously. The final

weight of oil and flaak was recorded after removal of the

solvent.

Counterggr£ggt_§}t£agtipg. Tung kernels which had

been ground twice were placed in the pyrex pipe. The ker-

nels were moved by washers mounted on 6 rod. (See Figure

b.) Solvent flowed in a direction opposite to the flow of

kerncls. Rode containing l/2 inch and b/B inch iron washers

were tested.
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E. Data and Results

Soxhlpt Extraction Yield;. The results of extraction

of tung Kernels with ethyl alcohol, normal hexane, benzene,

toluene, ehloroform, carbon tetrachloride, and a 70 per cent

carbon tetrachloride
-

30 per cent benzene mixture by volume

are summerized in Tables I to VII inclusive. Average values

for the percentages of oil removed with the original samples

as bases are given for each of the solvents.
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TABLE I

Extraction of Tung Kernels with Ethyl Alcohol

Weight Yield Oil Removed-Basis:

Sample of Sample of 011 Original Sample

Number grams grams per cent

l 55.11 14.09 25.6

2 54.9e 12.94 25.6

5 52.94 12.79 24.2

4 50.29 12.54 24.5

Average 24.5

TABLE II

Extraction of Tung Kernels with Normal Hexane

Weight Yield Oil Removed-Basis:

Sample of Sample of 011 Original Sample

Number grams grnms per cent

5 50.15 25.46 50.8

0 50.14 25.82 51.5

7 50.57 25.66 50.7

8 50.12 25.05 50.0

Average 50.6



TABLE III

Extracticn of Tung Kernels with Benzene

Weight Yield 011 Hemoved-Basis:

Sample of Sample of Oil Original Sample

Number grams grams per cent

9 51.22 26.57 51.5

10 52.55 27.55 52.4

11 50.58 26.22 52.0

12 54.18 27.45 50.7

Average 51.7

TABLE IV

Extractlon of Tung Kernels with Toluene

Weight Yield 011 Removed—Basis:

Sample of Sample of Oil Original Sample

Number grama grams per cent

15 55.51 27.55 51.5

14 52.72 25.50 48.4

15 56.41 28.46 50.4

16 56.92
————- —-—-

Average 50.0
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TABLE V

Extraction of Tung Kernels with Chloroform

Weight Yield Oil Hemoved—Basis:
Sample of Sample of Oil Original Sample
Number grams grams per cent

17 51.59
---——

-—--

18 50.64 22.07 45.6

19 55.20 21.94 41.2

20 52.55 22.14 42.1

Average 42.3

TABLE VI

Extrection of Tung Kernels with Carbon Tetrachloride

Weight Yield Oil Removed—Baais:

Sample of Sample of Oil Original Sample

Number grams grems per cent

21 51.96 25.72 49.5

22 52.72 24.65 46.7

25 51.82 25.60 45.5

24 52.26 25.98 49.7

Average 47.8

4
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TABLE VII

Extrection of Tung Kernels with a Mixture of 70 Per Cent Carbon

Tetrachloride
—

50 Per dent Benzene (by Volume)

Weight Yield Oil Removed-Basis:

Sample of Sample of Oil Original Sample

Number grams grams per cent

25 50.46 26.14 51.8

26 52.44 26.94 51.4

2'1 51.20 ———-- -—-—

28 51.52 26.00 50.7

Average 51.5
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Qash Points of Solvent Mixturä. Tablan VIII and IX

czive the flash points of carbon tetrachlorida
- hsxana and

carbon tetrachlorida
-

banzena mixturss raspactively.



TABLE VIII

Flash Points of Carbon Tetrachloride
-

dexane Mlxtures

Carbon Tetrachloride Hexane Flash

per cent per cent Point

by volume by volume dem. F.

70 :60 85

BO 20 ab

83 17 150

8b lb (none up to

boilinm)

TABLE IX

Flash Points of Carbon Tetrachloride
-

Renzens Mixturea

Carbon Tetrachloride Benzene Flash

per cent per cent Point

by volume by volume dem. P.

65 :65 120

68 32 (none up to

boiling)

70 30 (none up to

boilinq)



Densities of Carbon Tetrachloride
—

Benzene Mixtures.

The densities in gm. per ml. at 2o dez. C. are given for car-

bon tetrechloride - benzene mixtures in Table X for mixturee

of the two solvents ranzinq in composition from pure carbon

tetrachloride to pure benzene.

Curve l is a plot of these data with the volume per cent

of benzene in the solution plotted es the absciesa and the

denslty of the solution at 26 dez. C. in gm. per ml. as the

ordinete.



TABLE X

Densities of Carbon Tetrachloride-Benzene Mixtures ab 26 dam. C.

Compositions of Mixtures

(bv Volume)

Carbon Carbon

Tetrachloride Banzene Tetrachloride Benzane Density

ml. ml. par cent per cont zm./ml.

0.0 50.0 0.0 100.0 0.872

5.5 45.9 10.4 89.6 0.942

8.5 45.1
1

16.5 85.5 0.986

15.5 54.8 50.8 69.2 1.089

20.0 50.0 40.0 60.0 1.144

2¤.0 25.0 50.0 50.0 1.257

50.0 20.2

~

59.8 40.2 1.290

55.0 15.0 70.0 50.0 1.571

57.0 16.0 74.0 2¤.0 1.400

59.0 10.0 79.6 20.4 1.459

45.0 7.0 86.0 14.0 1.484

4:;.4 ::.0 90.1 9.9 1.::1:;

50.0 0.0 100.0 0.U 1.561



~
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Conversion of lQ@_a_&x;__C@Y£Wei.¢zht Per@t. The

relationships between the percentages bv volume and the per-

centazes by weight of carbon tetrazhloride
-

benzene mixtures

at 2o deg. J. are given in Table XI for mixturea of the two

solvents rangin; in composltion from pure carbon tetrnchloride

to pure benzene.



TABLE XI

Relationships between Percentaqes by Volume and by Weight

of Carbon Tetrachlorlde
-

denzene Mixtures ab 26 dez. u.

Compoeition of Mixture Composition of Mixture

by Volume by Weight

Carbon Carbon

Tetrachloride Bcnzene Tetraohloride Benzene

per cent per cent por cent per cent

0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0

10.4 89.6 17.4 82.6

16.5 83.5 26.4 73.6

30.8 69.2 44.8 55.2

40.0 60.0 54.8 45.2

50.0 50.0 64.6 35.4

59.8 40.2 73.0 27.0

70.0 30.0 81.0 19.0

74.0 26.0 83.8 16.2

79.6 20.4 87.6 12.4

86.0 14.0 91.8 8.2

90.1 9.9 94.3 5.7

100.0 0.0
A

100.0
l

0.0
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Addition of Solvent to Give Mixture.

Data are given in Table X11 for tne ml. of carbon tetrachloride

und tne ml. of benzenc neceaerry per l00 ml. of solution of

given density to form a solution having a final composition

of 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

30 per cent benzenc by

volume.



TABLE XII

Addition of Solvents to Various Mixtures to Give a Solution

Havinc; a Composition 'IO Por Cent Carbon Tetrachloride - 30

Per Cent Benzene by Volume at 2o dez. C.

Carbon Totrachlorlde Benzene
'

Necessary per 100 ml. necessary per 100 ml.

Density ot Solution of Solution

gm./ml. ml. ml.

0.872 233.3 0.0

0.942 198.7 0.0

0.985 178.3 0.0

1.089 130.7 0.0

1.144 100.0 0.0

1.257 om-$.7 0.0

1.290 34.0 0.0

1.371 0.0 0.0

1.400 0.0 5.7

1.439 0.0 13.7

1.484 0.0 22.9

1.515 0.0 %.7

1.587 0.0 42.9
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Retention of Tung Oil bl Tung Meal. The relationships

between the gm. of solution retained per qm. of oil-free

meal and the concentrations of the solutions in qm. of oil

per qm. of solution are given in Table XIII.

Curve 2 is a plot of these data with concentration as

the abscissa and solution retalned es the ordlnate.
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Roasting of Tung Kernels. Table XIV shows the loss in

weight sustained by the tun: kernels upon roaetine under the

conditions given in the section "Method of Procedure'.

Moisture Content of Tung Kernels. The percentazzes of

moistura present in three samples of tung kernels are aver-

aged in Table XV.



TABLE XIV

Roasting of Tung Kernels

Length of roasting (min.) ---—-—---—-·----—---------—
10

remperature of radiant heeter (deu. C.)
-----—----———

199

Weight of kernels before roasting (gm.)
--·-·---—----

206.8

Weight of kernels after roasting (gm,)
-----——-------

200,5

Loss in weight of kernels (gm.) —-------------—----—-
6.5

Loss in weight of original sample (per cent) ''''·-·- 5.14

TABLE XV

Moisture Content of Tung Kernels

Temperature of drying oven (deg. C.)
-—~-—————·——

101 to 102

LGHZÜH of drying (hours)
———--—·—------—--—·--———————----

24

Weight of Loss in Moisture

Kernels before Weight of Weight of in Original

Sample Drying Dried Kernels Kernels Sample

Number
gm„ gm. gm. per cent

29 20.206 19.661 0.545 2.70

50 20.282 19.714 0.568 2.81

51 20.621 20.026 O.o95 2.89

Average 2.80



Batch Extraction of Tung Kernels. Tables XVI, XVII,

and XVIII show the results obtained in the batch extras-

tion of raw tung kernels at 10, 22, and 40 dez. C. with

extraction periods of 15, 30, oO, and 90 minutes. Results

are expreseed in mm. of oil per gm. of solution and effi-

ciency of extractlon in per cent.

Results are expressed slmllarly in Table XIX for the

batch extractlon of roasted tung kernels at 22 de:. G. with

the same extraction periods of 15, 50, 60, and 90 minutes

The data tabulated in Tables XVI to XIX inclusive are

plotted in Curve 5 with a separate curve for each table.

Length of extraction in minutes ls plotted as the abscissa

and efficlency of extractlon ln per cent as the ordinate.



TABLE XVI

Batch Extrectlon of Raw Tuna aernele at l0 dez. C.

Weight of raw kernele (gm.)
-——·—····-

50

Solvent Used
—~--

70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
—

50 per

cent benzene (by volume)

Volume of eolvent (ml.)
-----—---———-

l7b

Length of Concentraticn Efficiency

Sample Extraction gm. Oil per of Extraction

Number min. ¤m. Solution per cent

52 15 0.0404 67.0

55 50 0.0410 68.0

:54 :.0 0.0425 70.5

:55 90 0. 04:55 'I2. 1



TABLE XVII

Batch Bxtraction of Raw Tung Kernels et: 29 deg. C.

weight of raw kernel: (gm.)
—--—-——-—-

$$0

Solvent Used
----

'I0 cer cent carbon tetrachloride
-

A50 per

cent benzene (by volume)

Volume of solvent (ml.)
———-—------——

175

Length of Concentration Efficiency

Sample Extraction gm. Oil per of Extrection

Number min. gm. Solution per cent

56 lb 0.0466 77.5

(S7 .50 0.0455 50.1

,5e 60 0.062:; 8*7.1

,59 90 0.0662 95.2



TABLE XVIII

Batch Kxtraction of Raw Tung Kernels st 40 deg. C.

Weight of raw kernels (gm.)
---—-----— 30

Solvent Used
——--

70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

30 per

cent benzene (by
volume)

Volume of solvenb (ml.)
--——--——----—

175

Length of Concentration Efficiency

Sample Extraction gm. Oil per of Extraction

Number min. gm. Solution per cent

40 15 0.0491 81.4

41 :50 0.0508 84.:5

42 60 0.0546 90.6

43 90 0.0579 96.0



TABLE X1X

Batch Extraction of Roasted Tung Kernels at 22 deg. C.

Weight of roasted kernels (gm.)
——-·———-

30

Solvent Used
----

70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

50 per

cent benvene (by volume)

Volume of eolvent (ml.) ----—-----~·--— 175

Length of Concentration Efficiency

Sample Extraction qm. Oil per of Extraction

Number min. gm. Solution per cent

44 lb 0.0467 75.2

46 30 0.0461 77.4

4e 60 0.0607 8 1.6

47 90 0.0537 86.5
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. DlscL1a:&g_rL£f__@ul_t£

Soxhlet ExtractiggLE}£h_VEgious $glvents. Carbon tetra-

chloride was selected as the non-inflammable solvent to use

in prepering a non-inflammable mixture because it was found

to oe more effective than chloroform for the extraction of

tung kernels in a Soxhlet extractor. Of the total weight of

kernel, 47.8 per cent was recovered as oil by carbon tetra-

cnloride. Chloroform recovered only 42.5 per cent oil

In the flamable solvent class, benzene extracted ol.7

per cent oil, normal hexane o0.8 per cent, toluene o0.0 per

cent and ethyl alcohol 24.o per cent.

All the solvent—oil mixtures which were obtained were

miscible with the exception of the alcohol-oil mixture which

separated into two layers upon cooling. According to
Goss(l9)

ethanol and also methanol are examples of e considerable

group of solvents which display partial miscibility with

glyceride-type fets and olle at low temperatures.

However this property of ethanol—oil mixtures was not

considered to be a serious factor in selectlng a flamable

solvent to use es one of the members of a non-inflammable

mixture since ethyl alcohol has been used successfully to

extract soybean oil commerclally. In thls so-called hot
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alcohol process, ethanol under pressure at 80 deg. C. is

used to extract soybean oil in a battery of rotary extrac-

tore. When the resulting miscella is cooled to room temper-

ature, an &lCOh0l‘PlGH and an oil-rich phase result. The

alcohol-rich layer ls re-used, and the oil-rich layer is

separated by dlstillation. Ethyl alcohol was eliminated

prlncipally because of its low extractiva powers.

Toluene gave a rstisfactory yield of oil which was

slightly below the yields obtained with hexane and benzene.

However the high bolling point of toluene, 110.8 deg. C.,

indicated that complete recovery of solvent from the result-

ing toluene-tung oil solution would be difficult. Conse-

quently toluene was eliminated from further investigation.

The amount cf oil extracted with benzene was only

slightly greater than that extracted with hezane and, for

all practical purposes, the effectivenesa of both solvents

was considered equal.

Therefore the final choice of non-inflammable solvent

mlxture was between carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene and

carbon tetrachlcride
-

nexane.

Flash Point Igtgrmlnatlons, In order to determine the

minimum concentrations of carbon tetrachloride necessary to

produce non-lnflammable mixtures, flash point determinations

were made of various carbon tetrachloride -
benzene and car-

bon tetrachloride
-

hexane mtxtures. A 70 per cent carbon

tetrachloride
-

50 per cent benzene mixture by volume and a



eo per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

15 per cent hexane mixture

by volume were found to be non—inflammable.

Cost analyses of these two mixtures showed that the

carbon tetrachloride
—

benzene mixture was the cheaper of the

two. ("Selection of Non-Inflammable Solvent Mixture", section

A, of the appendix, gives a summary of the calculations

involved.) Consequently this mixture was selected for fur-

ther investigation.

When tung kernels were extracted ln Soxhlet extrsctors

with this 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

$0 per cent

benzene mixture, s tung oil content in the original kernel

of 51.6 per cent was indicated. Since benzene had extracted

51.7 per cent oil when used alone, this non-inflammable

mixture was considered to be equslly effective.

Densities of Carbon Tetrachlorlde
-

Benxene Mixtures.

The curve of densities of csrbon tetrachloride
-

benzene solu-

tions plotted against the ben ene concentrations of the solutions

(Curve l) is a straight line function.

Conversion of Volume Per Cent to Weight Per Cent. Curve

4, a plot of the percentsgee bv volume of carbon tetrachloride-

benzene mixtures against the percentages by weight of these

mixtures, slopes upward as plotted, showing that for a

given increase in the benzene percentage by volume, the

corresponding benzene percentage by weight does not increase

as rapidly since benzene is less dense than carbon tetra-



chloride, having a density only fifty-five per cent that

of carbon tetrachloride.

Add1tion_of g_§gnjIn£lammgble_M}xture.

The data given in Table XII and Curve b, a plot of these data,

may reailly be used in determinlng the amount of carbon tetra-

chloride or benzene to be added to a ziven solution in order

to obtain the final non-inflsmmable mlxture.

Retentlon of Tung Oil by Meal. Curve 2, the curve of

solvent—oil solution retention by the meal as a function of

the concentration of the solution is plotted as a straight

line. A straight line plot is justifiable since it is within

the accuracy of the investigation and since no definlte trend

is apparent in the data as plotted.

THB use of this curve ln predlcting maximum theoretieal

extraction yields is discussed in section C of the appendix,

'Prediction of Extractlon Yields.“

Batch Bxtraction. The results of the batch extraction

of raw tung kernels at 10, 22, and 40 deg. C. and of roasted

tune kernels at 22 de". C. with 70 per cent carbon tetrachlor-

ide
-

30 per cent benzene for 15, 30, 60, and 90 minute

periods are summarived in Curve 5.

These were batch extractlons end conseauently they def-

inltely limited the amount of oil tnat could be removed in

any one operation. Therefore, es plotted, 100 per cent

efficiency of extraction would nat mean that all the oil in

the kernel could be removed since some would be present in
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the solxtion retained by the meal. Hather, 100 per cent

efflcienoy of axtraction means that all the oil that theoret-

lcally could be removed in a single batch operation under

the given conditions of weight of solvent used, weight of

Kernels used, etc., was removed.

The curves show regular properties with the efficiehcy

of extractlon ÄHCPGBSÄHR with increased temperatures for the

raw tung nuts up to a 96.0 per cent efficiehcy for a 90

minute extraction at 40 dev. C.

Hoasted tung Kernels were extracted only at 29 dev. C.

since comparison of the results obtalxed with those results

obtained for the extractioh of raw Kernels at the same temper-

ature showed that the efficlency of the extractlon was less for

the roasted Kernels and consequently there was no justifica-

tion in roasting the tung Kernels.

Qguntercgrrenj_ggt[action. Since couhtercurrent extrec-

tion ls decidedly more econonlcal tnan batch extractlon, several

tests were conducted in order to determ<ne how well the tung

Kernels would handle in a countercurrent extractor.

Several types of countercurrent extractors appeared to

be appllcable to tung oil extraction:

l. The Allis-Chalmers extractor is a vertical eyllhdri-

cal column containlnv e central rotatinc shaft fltted with a

series of horizontal slotted pl·tes. Statlonnry scraper

arms cause ÜHE solid material to fall from one slowly rot-

atlng plate to another descending against an upward solvent

stream.
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As auch the Allis—Chalmers extractor is not suited

for the extracttun of tung kernels wlth the carbon tetra-

chloride
-

benzene mlxture under investigation since the

ground tung kernels flostcd when placed in the solvent

mlxturc.

This Allis-Jhalmers vertical extractor mizht be modi-

fied so that a vertical screw would carry kernels from the

bottom uf the chsmber to the top. (This is somewhat slnllar

to the Hildebrandt extractor.) For countercurrent flow the

solveut wo.ld now travel downward. But the density of the

ell—solvent solution decreases as tue concentr¤tlnn of oil

ln tut solution increases. Thorefore this apparatus would

not operate properly alice the teniencles of the oil and

the oil~s0lvent solutions formed would de to rise instead

of fall.

2. An extractor developed from work by the Iowa State

Soll *6 and by tue R. and H. Chenlcala Departwent of the

du Pont Company ls desiwnel for wlvents heavler than the

oil beine extracted. It is similar in construction to a

Ford extrector but the materials flow ia reversed. This

'reversed Ford" ertrnwtor nakes use of an inellned tube

housing an internal screw which oonveys bcans sownward

against a countercurrent upward solvent flow.

A prelininary test of the feasibtlltv of usina auch

an apperatus was made wlth the equipment sketched in Fimure

b. Tune kernels and solvent were placed in tue pyrex plpe



and rod A was inserted. The kernels floated to the top of

the pyrex pipe and rod A was not effective in propelling

the kernels. Rod B which contained larger washers and thus

reduced the area of the annuler space between the washers

and the inside of the pipe was then tried. Again diffi-

culty was encountered due to the kernels floating to the

top.

B. Recommendations

The following recommendations are made for future work

on this subject:

Effect of Water Content on Solvent Extraction. oonflict-

ing reports appear in the literature as to the effect of the

presence of moisture in seeds upon solvent extractlon. Inves-

tigation along this line should be made.

Dean(ll) reports that seeds are usually prepared for

solvent extraction by drying. "This drying is necessary because

of CDG strong repelling action of the hydrophilic moist celle

on the hydrophobic solvent."

Lewkowitsch(2°) on the other hand states that the warmlng

of the seed preliminary to its treatment with volatile solvents

is unnecessary, 'as the moisture contained in the seed does

not offer a serious cbstacle to thorough extractlon.'
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Effect of Aernel Size upon Extraction. Tuna kernels

were prepared by grinding in this investigation. Future stud-

ies shouLd be made of the effect of particle size and possibly

the effect of shape of particle upon extraction. The optimum

sizes and shapes of tung kernels for extraction should be det-

ermlned.

Oorrosive Action of chlorinated.Hydrocarbons. One cf the

serious objections to the use of chlorinated hydrocarbons has

been the fact that they decompose upon heatlng, especially in

the presence of moisture, liberating hydrogen chloride which

attacks iron and copper. Protection can be secured with rel-

atively expensive lead-lined and tinned equipment. This

corrosive action of the chlorlnated hydrocarbons suggests

several studies:

l. According to Lewkowitsch,(2Ö) the addition of oil

of turpentine, which absorbs hydrocnloric acid, "is said to

obviate the destructive effect on iron.' Perhaps benzene, in the

presence of carbon tetrachlorlde, will act similarly or will

inhibit the corrosive action of carbon tetrachloride. It is

possible that 70 per cent carbon tetracnloride
-

30 per cent

benzene by volume, in addition to being non-iuflammable, may

also be much less corroslve than carbon tetrachloride alone.

Studies should be made of this phase of tung oil extractlon.

2. Trichlorethylene is the most stable of the

chlorlnated hydrccarbons. according to
Goss,(l9)

equipment

designed for trichlorethylene ls now on the market. Among



the disadventages of the chlorlnated compounds, 'the most serious

appears to be the present relatlvely high price."

The use of benzene admixed with carbon tetrachlorlde has

not only reduced the cost but has also decreased the density of

the solvent thus requirlng less weight of solvent for a given

extraction. Similar mixtures of trichlorethylene with flammable

solvents such as benzene, hexane, etc. should be studied.

Continuous Extraction. Further studies should be made of

the feasibility of extracting tung oil in some continuous appa-

ratus. For example, it appears feasible that a Bollman type of

extractor might be modified so as to be applicable to tung oil

extraction with a carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene mixture. The

Bollman type extractor consists of a series of sieve—bottomed

baskets which are carried through the system on endless chains.

The material to be extracted is charged into the basket and ia

sprayed with solvent during its passage through the extractor.

Pilot Plant. When most of these preliminary investi-

gations have been completed, studies should be made using

extractlon apparatus duplicatlng commercial operation since

the engineering problems in the solvent extraction of tung

kernels will be solved only by empirical methods.

For example, in the small-scale operations conducted

in this investigation, hand-picked samples were used. All

rotted and diseased kernels were discarded. Such metlculous

care will not be possible on a comercial scale and extrac-

tion afficiencias may suffer.



Then too, solvent extraction of tung oil can be com-

pared to mechanical expression only when the extractors and

the expression equipment are both operating under conditions

of industrial practice upon samples which are as nearly alike

as possible.

Solvent Extgagtlgn of Tung_!eal. Because of the rather

high cost of solvent extractlon equipment, the seasonal char-

acter of the tung oil industry, the fact that there is ample

pressing equipment in this country, and because oil millers

do not wish to discard their present costly equipment and go

to the added expense of installing solvent extraction plants;

difflculties will be encountered in converting the tung oil

industry over to solvent extractlon.

In view of these anticipated difflculties in converting

the industry, the United States Department of Agriculture

has experimented with the solvent extraction of the tung

meal remalning after pressing„

Solvent extraction of tung meal offers posslbilitles

for future study.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this investigation the following

conclusions were drawn:

1. In the Soxhlet extraction of samples of tung kernels

from a 1940 Louisiana crop, benzene recovered the Rreatest

amount of oil, el.7 per cent. The percentages of oil removed

from the kernels with the other solvents were normal hexane,

50.8 per cent; toluene, 60.0 per cent; carbon tetrachloride,

47.8 per cent; chloroform, 42.3 per cent; and ethyl alcohol,

24.5 per cent.

2. Solutions consisting of B5 per cent carbon tetrachlo-

ride
-

15 per cent hexane bv volume and 70 per cent carbon

tetrachloride
-

30 per cent benzene by volume did not flash

wnen heated up to 7l deg. C. and 77 deg. C. (the boilinq points

of the solutions respectively) in a Cleveland open cup tester.

3. Based upon the assumption that solvent requirements

end losses for tung oil extraction would be about the same

as for soybean oil extraction, per ton of tung kernels extracted,

the initial cost of the non—1nflammab1e carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene mixture would be $130.89, the carbon tetrachlorids
—

hexane mixture $151.00, and pure carbon tetrachloride when

used alone $172.00. Similarly the cost of solvent lost per

ton of kernels extracted would be $1.06, $1.14, and $1.20

respectively for each of the three above. Consequently the



carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene mixture was selected for

experimentation.

4. Soxhlet extraction with a 70 per cent carbon tetra-

chlorlde
—

50 per cent benzene mlxture by volume recovered

el.5 per cent oil.

5. The retention of solutions of tung oil and a 70 per

cent carbon tetrachlorlde
-

50 per cent benzene mixture by

volume for concentrations ranging from 0.000 to 0.6ö7 grams

of oll per gram of solution was approximated as 2.52 grams

of solution per gram of oil-free tung meal. (The meal had

previouely been extracted with this same binary mixture.)

6. The efficiencies for batch extractlons at 22 dog. C.

(with a 70 per cent carbon tetrachlorlde
-

5O per cent hexane

mixture by volume) of roasted tung kernels were not as great

as those for raw tung kernels at the same temperature.

7. The most efficient extraction of tung kernels with e

70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

50 per cent benzene mixture

by volume was obtained at 40 dez. 0. for the batch extraction

of raw tung kernels for 90 minutes. A 95 per cent extraction

efficlency resulted.

U. The tung kernels, as prepared, floated or remalned

suspended in the carbon tetrachloride
—

benzene solution.

Thercfora an extractor which depende upon the settllng of tung

kernels countercurrent to the upward flow of solvent would not

be applicable.



9. Similarly an extractor which depends upon the upwerd

travel of tung kernels against the downward flow of solvent

would not operate correctly since the solvent is denser than

the oil being extracted„ As the oil is removed by the solvent,

the ¤il—solvent solution becomes less dense end the tendency

of this solution ls tc rise rather than settle.
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VI. SUMARY

Tung oil, an important drying oil, is used in consider-

able amounts by the paint and varnish, linoleum, and electri-

cal industries. At present domestic tung oil is obtained by

mechanicel expression. The cake which remains after expression

has an oil content of from four to five per cent. Although

the amount of domestic oil produced is a small part of the

oil consumed in this country, tung oil shipments from China

have ceased and the treatment of present and future domestic

tung nut crops to obtain the maximum amount of oil most econom-

ically le a problem of coneiderable importance.

Solvent evtraction has proven more efficient and econom-

ical ln industries such as eoybean and cottonseed oil extraction.

It appeared feasible that tung oil might be extracted by analo-

goua methods thus decreasing the loss of oil in the cake and

lncreaeing the efficiency and economy of tung oil oroduction

in the United States.

First Soxhlet extractions of ground tung kernels were

psrformed with ethyl alcohol, benzene, carbon tetrachloride,

chloroform, hexane, and toluene. Of the flammable solvents,

benzene extracted the most oil, 51.7 per cent. Hexane was

next in oil extraction with oO.S per cent. In the non-

inflamable class, carbon tetrachloride extracted the most

oil, 47.8 per cent.



The compositions of non-inflammable mixtures of carbon

tetrachloride with hexane and benzene were determined in a

Cleveland open cup tester. A non-inflemmable mixture of

carbon tetrachloride
-

benzene (VO per cent and 30 per

cent by volume respectively) was more economical than

either a non-inflammable carbon tetrachloride
-

hexane

mixture or carbon tetrechloride used alone. Consequently

the carbon tetrachloride
—

benzene mixture was selected as

the solvent to use in continuing the investigation.

Higher extraction efficiencies were obtained for batch

extractions at 22 deg. C. with raw tung kernels than with

roasted tung kernels. The highest extraction efficiency

was obtained with raw tung kernela at 40 dea. C. for a

batch extraction of 90 minutes.

Since the efficiencies of batch extraction are limited,

preliminary investigations of the feasibilltv of using

countercurrent extractora were made. These studies showed

that the Allis-Chalmers and Ford type extractors were not

appllcable to the extraction of tung kerhels with the carbon

tetrachloride
-

benzene mixture since the tung kernels, as

prepared, floated in the solvent mixture. The Allis-Chalmers

extractor which depends upon the downward flow of the material

being extracted against the upward flow of solvent would

therefore not be suitable. Similarlv the Ford type extractor

would not be applicable because the solvent would have to travel
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downward against the naturßl tendency of the oil being extrncted

and the oll—solvent solution formed to flow upward since they

would be lighter than the original solvent mixture.
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A. Sglggtlon of Non-Igi1ammableYSolvent Mixture

1. Summary

Based upon the assumption that the solvent requirements

and losses in tung oil extractlon would be epproxlmately the

same as in soybean oil extractlon, the following relationahips

were obtained. If the aolvent reuulrements and losses for

tung oil extraction be greater or lesn than those used here

for soybean oil extraction, the costs of the two solvent mlx-

tures relative to each other would vary corresnondlng1“

Eagle: l ton of tung kernels to be extracted

a) Extraction wlgg_carbon tetgachloride alone.

Inltlal coat of solvent mlxture
—-

$ 172.20

Cost of solvent lost ------------- S 1.20

b) Bxtractlgn_!lthY85 per cent carbon tetrachloride-

lb per

centInitialcost of solvent mixture
-- S 151.00

Cost of 5ol.ent lust
-—-—---———-—-

S 1.14

c) Extraction wltn 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride-

$0

perInitialcost of aolvent mixture
--

$ 150.BQ

Cost er solvent lost
-——----——————

$ 1.06

Note: Additional steam cost for the carbon tetrachlortde-

benzene mlxture was negligible being only $0.01 more

than the carbon tetrachloride
—

hexane mlxture per

ton of tung kernela treated.



On the basis of the above fizures, a 7O per cent carbon

tetraehloride
—

60 per cent benzene mixture (by volume) was

tne one selected for further exoerimentation.

2.
Qalgulations

The choice was between a carbon tetrachloride
-

hexane

and a carbon tetrachloride
—

benzene mixture.

The percentaqea of oil removed from the orlqinal tunz

kernel samples as bases were as follows for the three solvents:

Carbon Tetracnloride
-—-—~·~--—

47.8

Hexane
-~—~—-—-——·——————-——-———

00.8

Benzene
-—--—------—-—--—-----— 51.7

The amounts of oil removed by benzene end hexane were so

nearly alike that these two solvents m¤y be considered to be

equelly efficient in the removal of tun: oil.

The prices of the three chemicals, from an inspection

of the cost curve from 1919 to 1942, curves 6, 7, and 8, were:

Carbon Tetrachlorlde
-—--—---

$ 0.00 per pound

hexane
------——-—~---—-—---—- ö 0.105 per qallon

Benzene(90 per cent)
---——--- $ C.16 per nallon

Tne densities of these three chemicnls determlned exper-

imentally at 20 deg. C. were a~ follows:

Carbon Tetrachlorlde
——-~-——-

1.587 qm. per ml.

Hexane
----------——-———-—---- 0.065 qm. per ml.

Banzsne
--------~------«--—-—

0.872 am. per ml.



~
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Therefore, at 26 dee. C., one ¤a11on of hexsne welnhs 5.54

pounus and one gallon of benzene weiqhs 7.29 pounds.

Thus the costs of the chemicals may be rctabulated as

follows: (Tne assumption was made that benzene, 90 per cent,

had the same lensity as the benzene used in the laboratory.)

Cost Per Gallon Cost Per Pound
Chemical dollars dollars

Carbon Tetrachloride ----- 0.06

Hexane O. 105 0.019

Benzene 0.16 0.022

Tue non-inflammable mixtures determined experimentally

were as followsz '

Volume Basis _ Weight Basis
‘

Carbon Carbon Density

Mixture Flammable Tetra- Flammable Tetra- at 26
per cent enloride per cent chloride dez. C.

per cent
1

per cent qm./ml.

* A * AA ****A **A**

1

Carbon 1 1

T$VP¤' 15.0 85.0 6.9 93.1 1 1.466ch1oride— |
Hexane

Carbon
Tetra- 1 50.0 70.0 19.0 1 81.0 1.371
chloride-1Basis:

100 pounds of carbon tetrachloride -
benzene

non-inflammable mixture

Since volume and not weiqht is tne important factor in extrac-

tion, the pounds of non-inflammable carbon tetrachloride-hexane _
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mixture equivalent to this basis are:

100 x 1.468
‘

107 pounds

1.671

Costs of Non-Inflemmable Mixtures.

Weight of

Carbon Cost of Total

Weight of Tetra- Cost of Tetra- Cost of
-

Flammable chlorlde Flammable chloride Mixture

Mixture pounds pounds dollars dollars dollar: _

107 lb.

of

Carbon

Tetra-

chloride
-

Hexane 7.4 99.6 0.141 5.976 6.117

100 lb.

of

Carbon

Tetra- ·

ch1oride·

Benzene 19.0 81.0 0.418 4.860 5.278

The following data taken from Lange(22) refer in all

cases to the pure compound:

Latent Heat of Specific Heat Boiling

Vaporization (Avera ed Value) Point

Compound gm.ca1./gm. gm.ca1.7gm.-deg.C. deg. C.

Carbon

Tetra-

chlorlde 46.4 0.2 76.8 .

Hexane 79.6 0.6 69.0

Benzene 94.6
0.44 79.6

ln the calculation of heat requirements the following

assumptions were made:

a) Each solvent in the mixtures was vaporized at

its individual boiling point.
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b) Latent heats of vaporization and specific heats

of the individual solvents in the mixtures were the same as

they would be if present alone.

Therefore, based upon these assumptions,

a) the B.t.u. necessary to heat 1 pound of a 93.1

per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

6.9 per cent hexane mixture

~

(by weight) from 20 deg. C. to 76.8 deg. C. were 110.2.

”

b) the B.t.u. necessary to heat 1 pound of a 81.0

per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

19.0 per cent benzene mixture

(by weight) from 20 dag. C. to 79.6 dag. C. ware 129.2.

In soybean oil extraction with hexane, the solvent losses

amount to from 0.6 to 1.0 per cent of the weight of raw mate-

rials processed.(5) The solvent to bean ratio is 0.6 pounds

U

of solvent per pound of been. If the assumption be made that °

the solvent losses and the solvent to kernel ratio will be the

same for tung oil extraction (using the higher figures in

each case), the following relationshlbs will hold:

Eétraction With Carbon Tetggghlgrlde Along.

Basis: 1 ton of tung karnels to be extracted

Solvent Required = 0.6 x 2000 x llégl = 2870 lb.

0.663
’

Solvent Lost = 0.01 x 2000 = --·------—
20 lb.

Initial Cost = 2870 x 0.06 ¤ .......... $ 172.20

Loss of Solvent = 20 x 0.06 1.20
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Extraotion Witn Carbon Tetrachloride
- Hexane Mixtur;.

Basie: 1 ton of tunm kernels to be extracted

Solvent required = 0.6 x 2000 x 1.468 Z 2650 lb.

0.665

Solvent Lost
=

0.01 x 2000 Z ......... 20 lb.
-

Initial Cost Z 2650 x 6.117 Z ......... S 151.00

Loss of Solvent Z 20 x 6.117 Z ........ { 1.14

107

Extraction ßitn Carbon Qatrachloride
-

Benzene Mixture.

Basis: 1 ton of tung kernels to be extracted

Solvent Required Z 0.6 x 3000 x 1.571 Z 2460 lb.

0.oÖÖ

Solvent Lost Z 0.01 x 2000 Z ......... 20 lb.

Initial Cost Z 2480 x 5.278 Z ........ $ 150.89

100

Loss of Solvent Z 20 x 5.278 Z ....... S 1.06

Heat Requirements.

Basis: 1 ton of tung kernels to be extractad .

Heat Required

For Vaporlzinz ·

Carbon Tetrachloride-

Hexane Mixture = 2650 x 110.2 Z 292,000 B.t.u.

Heat Required

For Vaporizlng

Carbon Tetrachloride-

Benzene Mixture = 2480 x 129.2 Z 520,500 B.t.u.
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Additional

Heat Required

For Vaporizing

Carbon Tetrachlorlde-

Benzene Mixture *
............... 28,500 B.t.u.

On the basis of 0.55 per 1000 lb. of steam, the

additional steam cost for recovering the carbon tetrachloride-

benzene mixture would be:

28 500 x 0.35 = S 0.0103

970 x Iooo

B. Method gf Calculatlaa

Extractl£gl_Yields (Tables I to
VI1_ipclaaé!a).

Since

the method of calculatlon for the extractlon ylelds were the

same for samples 1 to 28 inclusive, one calculatlon will

suffice. For example, for sample 10 (Table III), the

calculations involved were as followsz

Yield of oil Z .................... 27.55 gm.

Weight of sample
·

................ 52.55 gm.

011 Removed-Basis:

Original Sample Z 27.55 x 10O =
52.4 per cent

52.55

Densities of Carbon_£etrachloride
-

Benzena Mixtures

at 2¤ deg. C. (Table X). For example, the solution hav- '

ing a density of 1.089 consisted of 15.5 ml. of carbon tetra-

cnloride and 54.8 ml. of benzene. Therefore, the comnositlon

of the mlxture was:

Carbon Tetracnloride =
15.5 x 100 Z 50.8 por eent

15.5 + 54.8
(by volume)
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Benzene = 54.8 x 100
= ............ 69.2 per cent

15.5 + 54.8 (by volume)

Relationshigs between Percentages by Volume and by

Weight of Carbon Tetrachloride
-

Benzene Mixtures (Table XI).

Let c = the volume fraction of carbon tetrachloride

b = the volume fractlon of benzene

Density of carbon tetrachloride at 26 dog. C. = 1.587 gm./ml.
-

Density of benzene at 26 deg. C. = ........... 0.872 gm./ml.

Weight Per Cent

Carbon Tetrachlcride

-

c(l.587) x 100

In Mixture c 1.587 + b 0.872)

Also, b = 1
-

c

Therefore, by slmultaneous solution of the two equations,

Weight Per Cent 100

Carbon Tetrachloride = 0.510 + 0.45T

In Mixture o

”

Similarly,

Weight Per Cent 100

Benzene
=

1.82
—

0.82

In Mixture 5

(Also the weight per cent benzene in the mixture = 100 minus

the weight per cent of carbon tetrachloride in the mixture.)

The solution of composition 50.8 per cent carbon tetra- »

chlorlde and 69.2 per cent benzene by volume was equivalent

to a solution of compoeition:

Carbon Tetrachloride = 100 Z 44.8 per cent

0.009 + 0.151 (by weight)

0.508
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Benzene = 100 Z 55.2 per cent

1.82
—

0.82 (by weicht)

0.692

Addition of Solvents to Various Mixtures to Give a

Solution Having a Composition 7O per cent Carbon Tetrachlor-

ide
-

50 per cent Benzene by Volume at 26 deg. C. (Table XII).
‘

Case l (Solutions having denaities less than 1.571)

I

Let b Z ml. of benzene present per l00 ml. of solution

o

‘

ml. of carbon tatrachloride present per 100 ml.

of solution

Kc Z ml. of carbon tetrachloride to be added to give

the correct final solution

¤¤*=.¤*Xc=g andb+c=lOO _
5

Therefore, by simultaneous solution of the two equations, „

Xc
•

lQ(70
— c)

5

For example, the solution having a density of 1.089 con-

sisted of 50.8 per cent carbon tetrachloride by volume. There-

tore,

Xc Z lQ(70
-

50.8)
*

150.7 ml. of carbon tetra—

5 chloride to be added

Case 2 (Solutions having densities greater then 1.571)
_

Let b Z ml. of benzene present per 100 ml. of solution

o Z ml. of carbon tetrachloride present per 100 ml.

of solution

Kb = ml. of benzene to be added to give the correct

final solution
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B“¤.b*Xb=:s andb+c¤lO0
o 7

Therefore, by slmultaneous solution of the two equetions,

Xb Z l0(5O
—

b)“7

For example, the solution having a density of 1.515 con-

sleted of 9.9 per cent benzene by volume. Therefore,

~

Xb
=

lQ(5O
-

9.9) = 28.7 ml. of benzene

”

7 to be added

Retentlon of Mixtures of Tupg_0l1 and Solvent by

Oil-Free Meal (Table XIII). For the solution of concentration

0.lOOO gm. of oil per gm. of solution, the following calcula-

tions were involved:

Solution retained by 5 gm. of oil-free

I

meal and thimble .......... 14.45 gm.
Q

Solution retained by thimble .................... 5.07 gm.

Solution retained by 5 gm. of meal alone ........ 11.56 gm.

Therefore, solution retained per gm.

of oil-free meal Z llégg Z 2.27 gm.

Egasting of Tugg Kernels (Table XIV).

Original weight of kernels ..................... 206.8 gm.

Loss in weight of kernels upon roasting ........ 5.5 gm.

Loss in weight of original sample =
_§LQ_

x 1OOZ 5.14 per

206.8 cent
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Moisture Qggjgnt of Tung Kernels (Table XV). For sample

30, the following data were obtained:

Weight of kernels before drylng .................. 20.262 gm.

Loss in weight of kernels upon drying ............ 0.065 gm.

Molsture present in oriainal sample Z 0.068 x 100 Z 2.61 per

20.282 cent
‘

Batch Extraction of Raw Tung Kernels (Tables XVI to XVIIII.
'

Oil content of tung kernels ..................... 01.3 per cent

011 in 30 gm. of kernels Z 30 x 0.513 Z ....... 10.39 gm.

Volume of solvent used ......................... 170 ml.

Density of solvent at 2e dag. C. ................ 1.371 gm./ml.

Weight of solvent used Z 175 x 1.371 Z ...... 240 gm.

-

If all tue oil were extracted from the kernels by the

solvent, the oonoentration of the final oil-solvent solution

V

would then be:

10.39 Z U•ObO5 gm. 011 per gm. solution

This theoretical maximum concentratiun applies to

samples 32 to 43 inclusive. Since the method of calculation

for all of these samples wss the same, the following calcula-

tion for sample 41 (Table XVIII) was typical:

.

Final Goncentration = 0.0006 gm. oil per gm. solution '

Efficiency of extrsctlon Z 0.0008 x 100 Z 64.3 per cent

0.0603
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Batch Extraction of Roasted Tuggk§g£gglg_fTable XIX).

Since the raw tung Kernels lost 3.14 per cent of their weight

upon roasting, a SO gm. sample of roasted tung Kernels was equiv-

elent to:

50 Z 50.97 gm. of raw tung Kernels

-

Oil in 30.97 gm. of kernels Z 30.97 1 0.513 = ... 15.89 gm.
_

Weight of solvent used .............................. 240 gm.

If all the oil were extracted from the Kernels by the sol-

vent, the concentratlon of the final oil-solvent solution

would then be:

15.89 Z 0.0621 gm. oil per

l5Ü89_7—§ZÖ gm. solution

The calculatlon for sample 46 which follows wss typical

l

of those required for Table XIX.
'

Final conoentration 2 0.0007 gm. oil per gm. solution

Efficiency of extraction = 0.0507
=

81.6 per cent

C. Gountercurrent Extraction Relations

For the special case in which the retention of solution *

per unit weight of solute-free lnert solid is uniform with

changing conoentratlons of so1vent~oi1 solution, the follow-

ing slmplified method of calculation ls applicable.
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Since the retention of solutions having varying concen—

trations of tung oil and 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride—

50 per cent benzene may be considered to be constant because

ot the nature of the data that was obtained, the method has

been adapted epecifically to the extraction of tung oil by

this mixed solvent. In the discussion to follow, the word
·

'solvent“ will refer to this binary non~inflammable mlxture.
~

Assumptions. The assumptions involved in this discus-

sion are as follows:

l. Equilibrium is attained in every stage, which

implies that the concentration of the solution retalned by

the solid is identical with that of the solution withdrawn.
‘

2. Tung oil ls not absorbed by oil-free tung meal. _

5. The enterlng solvent contains no tung oil

Let,

T Z lb. of oil per lb. of oil—free tung meel

entering the system at the first stage

R Z lb. of oil-solvent solution retained per lb.

of oil—free tung meal.

S = lb. of solvent added at last stage
·

X = lb. of oil dlscharged from last stage per lb.
‘

of oil-free tung meal
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Case 1
--—

One extraction staze

1 lb. il—f 1
(b)

T lb_ Eil

rue maß
S lb. solvent (a)

1 lb. oil—free meal

T
-

X lb. oil X lb. oil (c)

(Ö)
S

-
R + X lb. solvent R

-
X lb. solvent

(a) is given

(b) is given
‘

(c) .....Since X lb. oil are discharged and the total

retention ls R lb., then R
—

X lb. of solvent must be dis-

I

charged.

(d) ......By a material balance,

Weight solvent = s- (R—x) =S-R+Xlb.

Weight oil = T
-

X lb.

For equilibrium to have been established (assumption 1),

the concentraticn of solution (d) must equal that of (0).
~

Therefore,

T
—

X X

= TTXÜ

T
-

X = X
s—R+T R

and X = RT

T + S
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Case 2
---

Two extraction stages (Figure 7)

(a), (b), (c), and (d) were obtained as in case l.

(e)......Since the solution going from unit l to unit

2 and the strong solution being removed from unit l are in

-
equilibrium, their concentrations are equal and therefore

the oil going from stage l to stage 2 is:

Y

(*1*-xga =
(1*-x)a

T
-

X + S
-

R + X S
-

R + T

Therefore, the weight of solvent is

R
-

(T
-

X)R lb. solvent

S
-

R + T

(f) ......By a material balance over unit 2,

Weight oil Z (T
-

X)R
-

X lb. oil

S
-

R + T .

Weight solvent Z R
—

(T
-

X)R + S
-

(R
—

X)

3-R+-T
.

or Weight solvent Z S + X
-

(T
·

X)R lb. solvent

S
-

R + T

For equilibrium,

(T
—

X)R
-

X

S
-

+
Z X

(T
-

X)R
-

X + S + X
-

(T
—

X)R R
-

X + X

S
—

R + T S
-

R + T

oz-, x=
TR2 °

TR +
sä

+ ST

A relationship is more evident by solving for l/X rather

than X. For one unit,

l = l + L
X1 R RT
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For two stages,

1X2

R 112 11?·1·

By s continuation of this process, a relationship was

found for Kn, the lb. of oil discharzed from the nth stage

per lb. of oil-free tung meal. This is asfollows:For

n ¢ 1

1 =1+ s¤+s¤·1+s¤·2+ ............... +s

Q E 1151* T5- 112

For n : l

1= 1+S

K1 E HT
·

@=

A. Overflow from every stage but first equals

4

S + at lb.

B. Per l lb. of oil-free tung msal, there are

the following variables:

l. T, the lb. of oil added with the meal. (This

depends upon the oil concentration of the nuts.

2. Kn, the loss of oil in the meal from the last
‘

stage.

5. S, the lb. of solvent added.

4. The concentration of the strong solution from

the first stage. This is always:

T
-

X x 100 per cent of oil in solution

S-R+'1‘
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b. N, the number of stages

6. R, the retention

Usually in a given system, T, the lb. of oil added with

the oil-free meal is fixed, and for the particular system,

the retention, R, is also fixed. Therefore, there are

tour variables, items 2, 5, 4, and b. If the values of any

two of these variables are fixed, the other two are auto-

matically fixed.

For the special case of extraction of ground tung kernels

with a 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

50 per cent benzene

mixture, R = 2.52. The oil content of the original tung

kernels was bl.5 per cent. Therefore,
_

T Z 0.el5 = 1.0bö

.

Therefore, there will be three variables, S, X, and the

number of stages. A plot of these is given in Curve 9, which

has one minor change in it. Instead of representing X, the oil

remaining in the meal, the psr cent of oil removed is plotted

as the ordinate.

!E£hgd_gf
Preparlgg_jäirgg. What is the per cent of orig-

~

inal tung oil removed in a three-stage extractor when S equals

67

‘

For three stages,

A = 1+_§E+ü+$L

x3 E RÖT R5 R2



@
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T = 1.055

H = 2.52 ~

S = 6 _

By substituting,

äg
= 2O°B4

X5 = 0.0478
~

Since tnere was originally present 1.055 lb. oil, the .

oil removed was:

100 x 1.055
-

0.0478
•

95.4 per cent

1.055

Sample Problem. The uee of Uurve 9 in predicting

theoretical extractions for one type of extraction problem

for the particular tung kernel samples used in this thesia

with the glven mixed solvent is shown by the following:

A battery of four extractors are operating in auch a

way that fifty lb. of tung kernels are extracted per hour with

100 lb. of 70 per cent carbon tetrachloride
-

50 per cent ben-

zene. a) What percentage of the original tung oil may be

removed? b) What is the weight of oil remaining in the meal?

a) Oil in 50 lb. kernels = 60 x 0.515 = 25.6 lb.

Oil-Free meal = 50
-

25.6 = ....... 24.4 lb.

n

Solvent per lb. oil-free meal = 100 = 4.10 lb.

2TI

From uuve 9, for S ¤ 4.10 and 4 units, the per cent

oil removed = 95 per cent.

b) Oil remaining in meal =
(1

—
0.95)(25.7)

Z 1.8 lb.
_




